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Abstract

The effect of non-orthogonality of an entangled non-orthogonal state based quantum channel is investigated in detail in the
context of the teleportation of a qubit. Specifically, average fidelity, minimum fidelity and minimum assured fidelity (MASFI) are
obtained for teleportation of a single qubit state using allthe Bell type entangled non-orthogonal states known as quasi Bell states.
Using Horodecki criterion, it is shown that the teleportation scheme obtained by replacing the quantum channel (Bell state) of the
usual teleportation scheme by a quasi Bell state is optimal.Further, the performance of various quasi Bell states as teleportation
channel is compared in an ideal situation (i.e., in the absence of noise) and under different noise models (e.g., amplitude and
phase damping channels). It is observed that the best choiceof the quasi Bell state depends on the amount non-orthogonality,
both in noisy and noiseless case. A specific quasi Bell state,which was found to be maximally entangled in the ideal conditions,
is shown to be less efficient as a teleportation channel compared to other quasi Bell states in particular cases when subjected to
noisy channels. It has also been observed that usually the value of average fidelity falls with an increase in the number ofqubits
exposed to noisy channels (viz., Alice’s, Bob’s and to be teleported qubits), but the converse may be observed in some particular
cases.

1 Introduction

One of the most important resources for quantum informationprocessing is entanglement. Entangled states and many of its
applications do not have any classical counterpart, and thus, an entangled state essentially reveals and exploits nonclassicality
(quantumness) present in a physical system. For example, entanglement is essential (may not be sufficient) for dense coding [1],
teleportation [2] and device independent quantum cryptography [3]; and none of these schemes (i.e., dense coding, teleportation,
device independent quantum cryptography) has any classical analog. Among these nonclassical schemes, teleportationdeserves
special attention, as a large number of quantum communication schemes can be viewed as variants of teleportation. For example,
quantum information splitting (QIS) [4, 5], hierarchical QIS (HQIS) [6, 7], quantum secret sharing (QSS) [8], quantum cryp-
tography based on entanglement swapping [9] may be viewed asvariants of teleportation. Usually, standard entangled states,
which are inseparable states of orthogonal states, are usedto implement these teleportation based schemes. However, entangled
non-orthogonal states do exist and they may be used to implement some of these teleportation-based protocols [10]. Specifically,
entangled coherent states [11–19] and Schrodinger cat states prepared usingSU(2) coherent states [20] are the typical examples
of entangled non-orthogonal states. Such a state was first introduced by Sanders in 1992 [11]. Since then several investigations
have been made on the properties and applications of the entangled non-orthogonal states. The investigations have yielded a
hand full of interesting results. To be precise, in Ref. [21], Prakash et al., have provided an interesting scheme for entanglement
swapping for a pair of entangled coherent states; subsequently, they investigated the effect of noise on the teleportation fidelity
obtained in their scheme [22], and Dong et al. [23], showed that this type of entanglement swapping schemes can be used to
construct a scheme for continuous variable quantum key distribution (QKD); the work of Hirota et al. [24], has established that
entangled coherent states, which constitute one of the mostpopular examples of the entangled non-orthogonal states, are more
robust against decoherence due to photon absorption in comparison to the conventional bi-photon Bell states; another variant of
entangled non-orthogonal states known as squeezed quasi Bell state has recently been found to be very useful for quantumphase
estimation [25]; in [10], Adhikari et al., have investigated the merits and demerits of an entangled non-orthogonal state-based
teleportation scheme analogous to the standard teleportation scheme. In brief, these interesting works have established that most
of the quantum computing and communication tasks that can beperformed using usual entangled states of orthogonal states can
also be performed using entangled non-orthogonal states.
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The concept of MASFI, which was claimed to corresponds to theleast value of possible fidelity for any given information, was
introduced by Prakash et al. [17]. Subsequently, in a seriesof papers ( [26,27] and references therein), they have reported MASFI
for various protocols of quantum communication, and specially for the imperfect teleportation. Here, it is important to note that
Adhikari et al. [10], tried to extend the domain of the standard teleportation protocol to the case of performing teleportation
using entangled non-orthogonal states. To be precise, theystudied teleportation of an unknown quantum state by using aspecific
type of entangled non-orthogonal state as the quantum channel. In their protocol, the input state to be teleported from Alice to
Bob was prepared by a third party Charlie, who used to send theprepared state to Alice though a noiseless quantum channel.
Clearly, the presence of Charlie was not essential, and in the absence of Charlie, their scheme can be viewed simply as a scheme
for teleportation using non-orthogonal state. Interestingly, they s d that the amount of non-orthogonality present inthe quantum
channel affects the average fidelity (Fave) of teleportation. However, their work was restricted to a specific type of entangled
non-orthogonal state (a specific type of quasi Bell state), and neither the optimality of the scheme nor the effect of noise on it
was investigated by them. In fact, in their work no effort hadbeen made to perform a comparative study (in terms of different
measures of teleportation quality) among possible quasi Bell states that can be used as teleportation channel. Further, the works
of Prakash et al., [17, 26, 27] and others ( [28, 29] and references therein) have established that in addition toFave, minimum
assured fidelity (MASFI) and minimum average fidelity (MAVFI), which we refer here as minimum fidelity (MFI) can be used as
measures of quality of teleportation.

Keeping these points in mind, in the present paper, we have studied the effect of the amount of non-orthogonality onFave,
MFI, and MASFI for teleportation of a qubit using different quasi Bell states, which can be used as the quantum channel. Wehave
compared the performance of these quasi Bell states as teleportation channel an ideal situation (i.e., in the absence ofnoise) and
in the presence of various types of noise (e.g., amplitude damping (AD) and phase damping (PD)). The relevance of the choice
of these noise models has been well established in the past ( [30–32] and references therein). Further, using Hordecky etal.’s
relation [33] between optimal fidelity (Fopt) and maximal singlet fraction (f ), it is established that the entangled non-orthogonal
state based teleportation scheme investigated in the present work, is optimal for all the cases studied here (i.e., for all the quasi
Bell states).

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we briefly describe the mathematical structure of the
entangled non-orthogonal states and how to quantify the amount of entanglement present in such states using concurrence. In this
section, we have restricted ourselves to very short description as most of the expressions reported here are well known.However,
they are required for the sake of a self sufficient description. The main results of the present paper are reported in Sec. 3, where
we provide expressions forMASFI, Fave, andf for all the four quasi-Bell states and establishFave = Fopt for all the quasi
Bell states, and deterministic perfect teleportation is possible with the help of quasi-Bell states. In Sec. 4, effectsof amplitude
damping and phase damping noise onFave is discussed for various alternative situations, and finally the paper is concluded in
Sec. 5.

2 Entangled non-orthogonal states

Basic mathematical structures of standard entangled states and entangled non-orthogonal states have been provided indetail in
several papers ( [11,34] and references therein). Schmidt decomposition of an arbitrary bipartite state is written as

|Ψ〉 =
∑

i

pi|αi〉A ⊗ |βi〉B , (1)

wherepis are the real numbers such that
∑

i

p2i = 1. Further,{|αi〉A} ({|βi〉B}) is the orthonormal basis of subsystemA (B) in

Hilbert spaceHA (HB). The state|Ψ〉 is entangled if at least two of thepis are non-zero. Here, we may note that a standard
bipartite entangled state can be expressed as

|ψ〉 = µ|α〉A ⊗ |β〉B + ν|γ〉A ⊗ |δ〉B , (2)

whereµ andν are two complex coefficients that ensure normalization by satisfying |µ|2+|ν|2 = 1 in case of orthogonal states;|α〉
and|γ〉 are normalized states of the first system and|β〉 and|δ〉 are normalized states of the second system, respectively. These
states of the subsystems satisfy〈α|γ〉 = 0 and〈β|δ〉 = 0 for the conventional entangled states of orthogonal statesand they
satisfy〈α|γ〉 6= 0 and〈β|δ〉 6= 0 for the entangled nonorthogonal states. Thus, an entangledstate involving non-orthogonal states,
which is expressed in the form of Eq. (2), has the property that the overlaps〈α|γ〉 and〈β|δ〉 are nonzero, and the normalization
condition would be

|µ|2 + |ν|2 + µν∗〈γ|α〉〈δ|β〉 + µ∗ν〈α|γ〉〈β|δ〉 = 1. (3)

Here and in what follows, for simplicity, we have omitted thesubsystems mentioned in the subscript.
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S. No. Bell state Corresponding Quasi Bell state
(i.e., Bell-like entangled

non-orthogonal state having a
mathematical form analogous to the

usual Bell state given in the 2nd
column of the same row)

State in orthogonal basis that is equivalent to the
quasi-Bell state mentioned in the 3rd column of

the same row

1. |ψ1〉 = |ψ+〉 |ψ+〉 = N+(|α〉 ⊗ |β〉+ |β〉 ⊗ |α〉), |ψ+〉 = η|00〉+ ǫ|01〉+ ǫ|10〉
2. |ψ2〉 = |ψ−〉 |ψ−〉 = N−(|α〉 ⊗ |β〉 − |β〉 ⊗ |α〉), |ψ−〉 = 1√

2
(|01〉 − |10〉)

3. |ψ3〉 = |φ+〉 |φ+〉 = M+(|α〉 ⊗ |α〉+ |β〉 ⊗ |β〉) |φ+〉 = k+|00〉+ l+|01〉+ l+|10〉+m+|11〉
4. |ψ4〉 = |φ−〉 |φ−〉 = M−(|α〉 ⊗ |α〉 − |β〉 ⊗ |β〉) |φ−〉 = k−|00〉 − l−|01〉 − l−|10〉 −m−|11〉

Table 1: Bell states and their analogous quasi Bell states. The table also shows how quasi Bell states can be expressed in
orthogonal basis and introduces the notation used in this paper. Here,|φ±〉 = 1√

2
(|00〉 ± |11〉) |ψ±〉 = 1√

2
(|01〉±|10〉), η =

2reiθ√
2(1+r2)

, ǫ =
√

1−r2
2(1+r2) , k± = 1±r2e2iθ√

2(1±r2 cos 2θ)
, l± = (

√
1−r2)reiθ√

2(1±r2 cos 2θ)
, m± = 1−r2√

2(1±r2 cos 2θ)
, N± =

[

2
(

1± |〈α|β〉|2
)]

−1

2 ,

andM± = 1√
2(1±r2 cos 2θ)

represent the normalization constant.

The two non-orthogonal states of a given system are assumed to be linearly independent and span a two dimensional subspace
of the Hilbert space. We may choose an orthonormal basis{|0〉, |1〉} as

|0〉 = |α〉, |1〉 = (|γ〉 − p1|α〉)
N1

(4)

for SystemA, and similarly,|0〉 = |δ〉, |1〉 = (|β〉−p2|δ〉)
N2

for SystemB, wherep1 = 〈α|γ〉, p2 = 〈δ|β〉, andNi =
√

1− |pi|2 :
i ∈ {1, 2}.Now, we can express the non-orthogonal entangled state|ψ〉 described by Eq. (2) using the orthogonal basis{|0〉, |1〉}
as follows

|ψ〉 = a|00〉+ b|01〉+ c|10〉, (5)

with a = (µp2 + νp1)N12, b = (µN2)N12, c = (νN1)N12, where the normalization constantN12 is given by

N12 = [|µ|2 + |ν|2 + µν∗〈γ|α〉〈δ|β〉 + µ∗ν〈α|γ〉〈β|δ〉]− 1
2 . (6)

Eq. (5) shows that an arbitrary entangled non-orthogonal state can be considered as a state of two logical qubits. Following
standard procedure, the concurrence (C) [35,36] of the entangled state|ψ〉 can be obtained as [12,16,37]

C = 2|bc| = 2|µ||ν|
√

(1− |〈α|γ〉|2)(1− |〈β|δ〉|2)
|µ|2 + |ν|2 + µν∗〈γ|α〉〈δ|β〉 + µ∗ν〈α|γ〉〈β|δ〉 . (7)

For the entangled state|ψ〉 to be maximally entangled, we must haveC = 1. Fu et al. [37] showed that the state|ψ〉 is
maximally entangled state if and only if one of the followingconditions is satisfied: (i)|µ| = |ν| for the orthogonal case, and (ii)
µ = νeiθ and〈α|γ〉 = −〈β|δ〉∗eiθ for the non-orthogonal states, whereθ is a real parameter.

Before we investigate the teleportation capacity of the entangled non-orthogonal states, we would like to note that if we choose
µ = ν in Eq. (2), then for the case of orthogonal basis, normalization condition will ensure thatµ = ν = 1√

2
, and the state|ψ〉

will reduce to a standard Bell state|ψ+〉 = 1√
2
(|01〉+ |10〉), and its analogous state under the same condition (i.e., forµ = ν) in

non-orthogonal basis would be|ψ+〉 = N+ (|α〉 ⊗ |β〉+ |β〉 ⊗ |α〉) , whereN+ is the normalization constant. In analogy to|ψ+〉
its analogous entangled non-orthogonal state is denoted as|ψ+〉 and referred to as quasi Bell state [24]. Similarly, in analogy
with the other 3 Bell states|ψ−〉 = 1√

2
(|01〉+ |10〉) , |φ+〉 = 1√

2
(|00〉+ |11〉) , and|φ−〉 = 1√

2
(|00〉 − |11〉) , we can obtain

entangled non-orthogonal states denoted by|ψ−〉, |φ+〉, and|φ−〉, respectively. In addition to these notations, in what follows we
also use|ψ+〉 = |ψ1〉, |ψ−〉 = |ψ2〉, |φ+〉 = |ψ3〉, |φ−〉 = |ψ4〉. Four entangled non-orthogonal states{|ψ±〉, |φ±〉}, which are
used in this paper, are usually referred to as quasi Bell states [24]. They are not essentially maximally entangled, and they may
be expressed in orthogonal basis (see last column of Table 1). Notations used in the rest of the paper, expansion of the quasi Bell
states in orthogonal basis, etc., are summarized in Table 1,where we can see that|ψ2〉 = |ψ−〉 is equivalent to|ψ−〉, and thus
|ψ−〉 is always maximally entangled and can lead to perfect deterministic teleportation as can be done using usual Bell states. So
|ψ−〉 is not a state of interest in noiseless case. Keeping this in mind, in the next section, we mainly concentrate on the properties
related to the teleportation capacity of the other 3 quasi Bell states. However, in Sec. 4, we would discuss the effect of noise on
all 4 quasi Bell states.
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3 Teleportation using entangled non-orthogonal state

Let us consider that an arbitrary single qubit quantum state

|I〉 = x|0〉+ y|1〉 : |x|2 + |y|2 = 1, (8)

is to be teleported using the quasi Bell state

|ψ±〉 = N±(|α〉 ⊗ |β〉 ± |β〉 ⊗ |α〉), (9)

where the normalization constantN± =
[

2
(

1± |〈α|β〉|2
)]

−1

2 . These quasi Bell states may be viewed as particular cases ofEq.
(2) with |δ〉 = |α〉, |γ〉 = |β〉, andµ = ±ν. In general,〈α|β〉 is a complex number, and consequently, we can write

〈α|β〉 = reiθ , (10)

where the real parametersr andθ, respectively, denote the modulus and argument of the complex number〈α|β〉 with 0 ≤ r ≤ 1
and 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π. As r = 0 implies, orthogonal basis, we may consider this parameter as the primary measure of non-
orthogonality. This is so because no value ofθ will lead to orthogonality condition. Further, forr 6= 0, we can considerθ as a
secondary measure of non-orthogonality. Now, using Eq. (10), and the map between orthogonal and non-orthogonal bases we
may rewrite Eq. (4) as

|0〉 = |α〉 and |1〉 = [|β〉 − 〈α|β〉α〉]√
1− r2

. (11)

Thus, we have|α〉 = |0〉 and |β〉 = 〈α|β〉|0〉 +
√
1− r2|1〉, and consequently,|ψ+〉 can now be expressed as

|ψ+〉 = η|00〉+ ǫ|01〉+ ǫ|10〉, (12)

whereη = 2reiθ√
2(1+r2)

andǫ =
√

1−r2
2(1+r2) . This is already noted in Table 1, where we have also noted that if we express|ψ−〉

in {|0〉, |1〉} basis, we obtain the Bell state|ψ−〉 = 1√
2
(|01〉 − |10〉), which is maximally entangled and naturally yields unit

fidelity for teleportation. It’s not surprising to obtain maximally entangled non-orthogonal states, as in [16] it has been already
established that there exists a large class of bipartite entangled non-orthogonal states that are maximally entangledunder certain
conditions.

Using Eq. (7), we found the concurrence of the symmetric state |ψ+〉 as

C (|ψ+〉) =
1− |〈α|β〉|2
1 + |〈α|β〉|2 =

1− r2

1 + r2
. (13)

Clearly,|ψ+〉 is not maximally entangled unlessr = |〈α|β〉| = 0, which implies orthogonality. Thus, all quasi Bell states ofthe
form |ψ+〉 are non-maximally entangled. Now, if the state|ψ+〉 is used as quantum channel, then following Prakash et al. [39],
we may express the MASFI for teleportation of single qubit state (8) as

(MASFI)ψ+
= 2C(|ψ+〉)

1+C(|ψ+〉) = 1− r2. (14)

Since the value ofr lies between 0 and 1, the(MASFI)ψ+
decreases continuously asr increases. For orthogonal stater= 0,

and thus,MASFI = 1. Thus, we may conclude that the quasi Bell state|ψ+〉 will never lead to deterministic perfect teleportation.
However, its Bell state counter part (r = 1 case) leads to deterministic perfect teleportation. Here,it would be apt to note that for
teleportation of a single qubit state using|ψ+〉 as the quantum channel, average teleportation fidelity can be obtained as [10]

Fave,ψ+
=

3− r2

3(1 + r2)
. (15)

This is obtained by computing teleportation fidelityF tel =
∑4
i=1 Pi |〈I|ζi〉|

2
,where|I〉 is the input state, andPi = Tr(〈Ω|Mi|Ω〉)

with |Ω〉 = |I〉 ⊗ |ψchannel〉, andMi = |ψi〉〈ψi| is a measurement operator in Bell basis (|ψi〉s are defined in the second column
of Table 1), and|ζi〉 is the teleported state corresponding toith projective measurement in Bell basis. Interestingly,F tel is found
to depend on the parameters of the state to be teleported (cf.Eq. (11) of Ref. [10]). Thus, if we use Bloch representation and
express the state to be teleported as|I〉 = x|0〉 + y|1〉 = cos θ

′

2 |0〉 + exp(iφ′) sin θ′

2 |1〉, then the teleportation fidelityF tel

will be a function of state parametersθ′ andφ′ (here′ is used to distinguish the state parameterθ′ from the non-orthogonality
parameterθ). An average fidelity is obtained by taking average over all possible states that can be teleported, i.e., by computing
Fave = 1

4π

´ 2π

φ′=0

´ π

θ′=0
F tel (θ′, φ′) sin(θ′)dθ′dφ′. This definition of average fidelity is followed in [10, 38] and in the present

paper. However, in the works of Prakash et al. ( [17,26,27] and references therein),|〈I|ζi〉|2 was considered as fidelity andF tel
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as average fidelity. They minimizedF tel over the parameters of the state to be teleported and referred to the obtained fidelity as
the MAVFI. As that notation is not consistent with the definition of average fidelity used here. In what follows, we will refer to
the minimum value ofF tel as MFI, but it would be the same as MAVFI defined by Prakash et al. Further, we would like to note
that in [10] and in the present paper, it is assumed that a standard teleportation scheme is implemented by replacing a Bell state
by its partner quasi Bell state, and as a consequence for a specific outcome of Bell measurement of Alice, Bob applies the same
Pauli operator for teleportation channel|ψx〉 or |φx〉 (which is a quasi Bell state) as he used to do for the corresponding Bell state
|ψx〉 or |φx〉, wherex ∈ {+,−}. However, the expression of MASFI used here (see Eq. (14)) andderived in [39] are obtained
using an optimized set of unitary (cf. discussion after Eq. (10) in Ref. [39]) and are subjected to outcome of Bell measurement of
Alice, thus no conclusions should be made by comparing MASFIwith MFI or Fave.

From Eqs. (14) and (15), we can see that for a standard Bell state |ψ+〉 (i.e., whenr = 0), (MASFI)ψ+
= Fave = 1.

However, forr = 1, (MASFI)ψ+
= 0, andFave = 1

3 . Thus, we conclude that for a standard Bell state bothMASFI and
average teleportation fidelity have the same value. This is not surprising, as forr= 0 the entangled state|ψ+〉 becomes maximally
entangled. However, forr 6= 0, this state is non-maximally entangled, and interestingly,for r= 1, we obtainMASFI = 0,
whereasFave is nonzero. We have already noted that no comparison ofMASFI andFave obtained as above should be made
as that may lead to confusing results. Here we give an example, according to [17, 39], MASFI is the least possible value of the
fidelity, but for certain values ofr, we can observe thatMASFI > Fave. For example, forr = 0.5, we obtainMASFI = 0.75,
whereasFave = 0.733. Clearly, minimum found in computation ofMASFI, and the average found in the computation ofFave
is not performed over the same data set, specifically not using the same teleportation mechanism (same unitary operations at the
receiver’s end).

Now we may check the optimality of the teleportation scheme by using the criterion introduced by Horodecki et al. in
Ref. [33]. According to this criterion optimal average fidelity that can be obtained for a teleportation schme which usesa bipartite
entangled quantum stateρ as the quantum channel is

Fopt =
2f + 1

3
, (16)

wheref is the maximal singlet fraction defined as

f = max
i

〈ψi|ρ|ψi〉, (17)

where|ψi〉: i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} is Bell state described above and summarized in Table 1. As weare interested in computingf for
quasi Bell states which are pure states, we can writef = max

i
|〈ψi|χ〉|2 , where|χ〉 is a quasi Bell state. A bit of calculation

yields that maximal singlet fraction for the quasi Bell state |ψ+〉 is

fψ+
=

1− r2

1 + r2
. (18)

Now using (15), (16) and (18), we can easily observe that

Fopt, ψ+
=

2
(

1−r2
1+r2

)

+ 1

3
=

3− r2

3(1 + r2)
= Fave. (19)

Thus, a quasi Bell state based teleportation scheme which isanalogous to the usual teleportation scheme, but uses a quasi Bell
state|ψ+〉 as the quantum channel is optimal. We can also minimizeF telψ+

(θ′, φ′) with respect toθ′ andφ′ to obtain

MFIψ+
=

1− r2

1 + r2
, (20)

which is incidentally equivalent to maximal singlet fraction in this case.
So far we have reported analytic expressions for some parameters (e.g.,Fave,MASFI, andMFI) that can be used as measures

of the quality of a teleportation scheme realized using the teleportation channel|ψ+〉 and have shown that the teleportation scheme
obtained using|ψ+〉 is optimal. Among these analytic expressions,Fave,ψ+

was already reported in [10]. Now, to perform a
comparative study, let us consider that the teleportation is performed using one of the remaining two quasi Bell states of our
interest (i.e., using|φ+〉 or |φ−〉 described in Table 1) as quantum channel. In that case, we would obtain the concurrence as

C (|φ±〉) = 2| ± k±m± − l2±| =
1− r2

(1± r2 cos 2θ)
. (21)

Clearly, in contrast toC|ψ+〉, which was onlyr dependent, the concurrenceC (|φ±〉) depends on both the parametersr andθ.
From Eq. (21) it is clear that atθ = π

2 ,
3π
2 (θ = 0, π) quasi Bell state|φ+〉 (|φ−〉) is maximally entangled, even though the states
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|α〉 and|β〉 are non-orthogonal asr 6= 0. Thus, at these points, states|φ±〉 are maximally entangled. If quantum state|φ+〉 is
used as quantum channel, thenMASFI for teleportation of an arbitrary single qubit informationstate (8) would be

(MASFI)φ+
=

2C(|φ+〉)
1 + C(|φ+〉)

=
1− r2

1− r2 sin2 θ
, (22)

and similarly, that for quasi Bell state|φ−〉 would be

(MASFI)φ−
=

1− r2

1− r2 cos2 θ
. (23)

Thus, the expressions forMASFI are also found to depend on bothr andθ. Clearly, atθ = π
2 and 3π

2 , (MASFI)φ+
= 1, and

hence for these particular choices ofθ, entangled non-orthogonal state|φ+〉 leads to the deterministic perfect teleportation of
single qubit information state. Clearly, for these values of θ, C(|φ+〉) = 1, indicating maximal entanglement. However, the
entangled state is still non-orthogonal asr can take any of its allowed values. Similarly, atθ = 0 andπ, (MASFI)φ−

= 1,
and hence the entangled state|φ−〉 of the non-orthogonal states|α〉 and|β〉 leads to deterministic perfect teleportation in these
conditions. Thus, deterministic perfect teleportation ispossible using quasi Bell states|ψ−〉 or |φ±〉 as quantum channels for
teleportation, but it is not possible with|ψ+〉 unless it reduces to its orthogonal state counter part (i.e., |ψ+〉). We may now
compute the average fidelity for|φ±〉, by using the procedure adopted above for|ψ+〉 and obtain

Fave,φ±
=

3− 2r2 + r4 ∓ r2(r2 − 3) cos 2θ

3(1± r2 cos 2θ)
. (24)

Now, we would like to compare the average fidelity expressions obtained so far for various values of non-orthogonality
parameters for all the quasi Bell states. The same is illustrated in Fig. 1. Specifically, in Fig. 1 (a)-(c) we have shown the
dependence of average fidelity on secondary non-orthogonality parameter (θ) using a set of plots for its variation with primary
non-orthogonalityparameter (r). This establishes that the primary non-orthogonalityparameter has more control over the obtained
average, fidelity but a secondary parameter is also prominent enough to change the choice of quasi Bell state to be preferred for
specific value of primary non-orthogonality parameter. Thus, the amount of non-orthogonality plays a crucial role in deciding
which quasi Bell state would provide highest average fidelity for a teleportation scheme implemented using quasi Bell state as
the teleportation channel. Further, all these plots also establish that there is always a quasi Bell state apart from|ψ−〉, which has
average fidelity more than classically achievable fidelity

(

2
3

)

for all values ofr. We may now further illustrate the dependence of
the average fidelity on both non-orthogonality parameters via 3 D and contour plots shown in Fig. 1 (d), (e), and (f). Theseplots
establish that the average fidelity of|φ+〉 state increases for the values ofθ for which |φ−〉 decreases, and vice-versa.

We can now establish the optimality of the teleportation scheme implemented using|φ±〉 by computing average fidelity and
maximal singlet fraction for these channels. Specifically,computing the maximal singlet fraction using the standard procedure
described above, we have obtained

fφ±
=

2− 2r2 + r4 ± cos 2θ(2r2 − r4)

2(1± r2 cos 2θ)
. (25)

Using Hordecky et al., criterion (16), and Eq. (24)-(25), wecan easily verify thatFave,φ±
= Fopt,φ±

. Thus, the teleportation
scheme realized using any of the quasi Bell state are optimal. However, they are not equally efficient for a specific choiceof
non-orthogonality parameter as we have already seen in Fig.1. This motivates us to further compare the performances of these
quasi Bell states as a potential quantum channel for teleportation. For the completeness of the comparative investigation of the
teleportation efficiencies of different quasi Bell states here we would also like to report MFI that can be achieved usingdifferent
quasi Bell states. The same can be computed as above, and the computation leads to following analytic expressions of MFI for
|φ±〉:

MFIφ+
= 1

2 |k+ +m+|2 = 1−r2(2−r2) sin2 θ
1+r2 cos 2θ

(26)

and
MFIφ−

= 1
2 |k− +m−|2 = 1−r2(2−r2) cos2 θ

1−r2 cos 2θ
. (27)

Interestingly, the comparative analysis performed with the expressions of MFI using their variation with various parameters
led to quite similar behavior as observed forFave in Fig. 1. Therefore, we are not reporting corresponding figures obtained for
MFI.

4 Effect of noise on average fidelity

In this section, we would like to analyze and compare the average fidelity obtained for each quasi Bell state over two well known
Markovian channels, i.e., AD and PD channels. Specifically,in open quantum system formalism, a quantum state evolving under
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Figure 1: (Color online) The dependence of the average fidelity on non-orthogonality parameters is established via 2 and3
dimensional plots. Specifically, variation withr for different values ofθ = 0, π4 , and π2 is shown in (a), (b), and (c), respectively.
Similarly, (d) shows 3 dimensional variation for bothφ+ andφ− in light (yellow) and dark (blue) colored surface plots. The
same fact can also be visualized using contour plots for bothof these cases in (e) and (f). The horizontal dotted (black) line in
(a), (b), and (c) corresponds to classical fidelity. Note that the quantity plotted in this and the following figures isFave, which is
mentioned asF in they-axis.
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a noisy channel can be written in terms of Kraus operators as follows [40]

ρ (t) =
∑

i

Ki (t) ρ (0)K
†
i (t) , (28)

whereKis are the Kraus operators of a specific noise model. For example, in the case of AD channel the Kraus operators are [40]

K0 = |0〉〈0|+
√

1− η|1〉〈1|, K1 =
√
η|0〉〈1|. (29)

Similarly, the Kraus operators for PD noise are [40]

K0 = |0〉〈0|+√
1− η|1〉〈1|, K1 =

√
η|1〉〈1|. (30)

For both AD and PD noise,η (0 < η < 1) is the decoherence rate, which determines the effect of the noisy channel on the
quantum system. To analyze the feasibility of quantum teleporation scheme using quasi Bell states and to compute the average
fidelity we use Eqs. (29) and (30) in Eq. (28). Finally, to quantify the effect of noise we use a distance based measure "fidelity"
between the quantum state evolved under a specific noisy channel and the quantum state Alice wish to teleport (sayρ = |I〉〈I|).
Mathematically,

Fk =
1

4π

ˆ 2π

φ′=0

ˆ π

θ′=0

(

4
∑

i=1

Pi〈I| {ρk (θ′, φ′)}i |I〉
)

sin(θ′)dθ′dφ′, (31)

which is the square of the conventional fidelity expression,andρk is the quantum state recovered at the Bob’s port under the noisy
channelk ∈ {AD,PD}. Further, details of the mathematical technique adopted here can be found in some of our recent works
on secure [30,31,41] and insecure quantum communication [32,42].

We will start with the simplest case, where we assume that only Bob’s part of the quantum channel is subjected to either AD
or PD noise. The assumption is justified as the quasi Bell state used as quantum channel is prepared locally (here assumed to be
prepared by Alice) and shared afterwards. During Alice to Bob transmission of an entnagled qubit, it may undergo decoherence,
but the probability of decoherence is much less for the otherqubits that don’t travel through the channel (remain with Alice).
Therefore, in comparison of the Bob’s qubits, the Alice’s qubits or the quantum state to be teleported|I〉, which remain at the
sender’s end, are hardly affected due to noise. The effect ofAD noise under similar assumptions has been analyzed for three qubit
GHZ and W states in the recent past [43]. The average fidelity for all four quasi Bell states, when Bob’s qubit is subjected to AD
channel while the qubits not traveling through the channel are assumed to be unaffected due to noise, is obtained as

F
|φ+〉
AD = −1

2(3+3r2 cos 2θ)

[

−4 + r2
(

2 + 2
√
1− η − 3η

)

− 2
√
1− η

+ 2r4(−1 + η) + η + 2r2
(

−2−√
1− η + r2

√
1− η

)

cos 2θ
]

,

F
|φ−〉
AD = 1

−6+6r2 cos 2θ

[

−4 + r2
(

2 + 2
√
1− η − 3η

)

− 2
√
1− η

+ 2r4(−1 + η) + η − 2r2
(

−2−√
1− η + r2

√
1− η

)

cos 2θ
]

,

F
|ψ+〉
AD =

4+2
√
1−η−η+r2(−2

√
1−η+η)

6(1+r2) ,

F
|ψ+〉
AD = 1

6

[(

4 + 2
√
1− η − η

)]

.

(32)

Here and in what follows, the subscript of fidelityF corresponds to noise model and superscript represents the choice of quasi
Bell state used as teleportation channel. Similarly, all the average fidelity expressions when Bob’s qubit is subjectedto PD noise
can be obtained as

F
|φ+〉
PD = 1

3

[

2 +
√
1− η + r2

(

−√
1− η + −1+r2

1+r2 cos 2θ

)]

,

F
|φ−〉
PD = 1

3

[

2 +
√
1− η − r2

√
1− η + r2−r4

−1+r2 cos 2θ

]

,

F
|ψ+〉
PD = 2+

√
1−η−r2√1−η
3+3r2 ,

F
|ψ−〉
PD = 1

3

[

2 +
√
1− η

]

.

(33)

It is easy to observe that forη = 0 (i.e., in the absence of noise) the average fidelity expressions listed in Eqs. (32) and (33)
reduce to the average fidelity expressions corresponding toeach quasi Bell state reported in Sec. 3. This is expected andcan also
be used to check the accuracy of our calculation.

It would be interesting to observe the change in fidelity whenwe consider the effect of noise on Alice’s qubit as well. Though,
it remains at Alice’s port until she performs measurement onit in suitable basis, but in a realistic situation Alice’s qubit may also
interact with its surroundings in the meantime. Further, itcan be assumed that the state intended to be teleported is prepared and
teleported immediately. Therefore, it is hardly affected due to noisy environment. Here, without loss of generality, we assume that
the decoherence rate for both the qubits is same. Using the same mathematical formalism adopted beforehand, we have obtained
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Figure 2: (Color online) The dependence of the average fidelity on the number of qubits exposed to AD channels is illustrated for
r = 1

2 andθ = π
3 . The choice of the initial Bell states in each case is mentioned in plot legends, where the superscript B, AB, and

All corresponds to the cases when only Bob’s, both Alice’s and Bob’s, and all three qubits were subjected to the noisy channel.
The same notation is adopted in the following figures.

the average fidelity expressions for all the quasi Bell states when both the qubits in the quantum channel are affected by AD noise
with the same decoherence rate. The expressions are

F
|φ+〉
AD = 1

3+3r2 cos 2θ

[

3− 2r2(−1 + η)2 + r4(−1 + η)2 − 2η

+ η2 + r2
(

3 + r2(−1 + η1)− η
)

cos 2θ
]

,

F
|φ−〉
AD = − 1

−3+3r2 cos 2θ

[

3− 2r2(−1 + η)2 + r4(−1 + η)2 + (−2 + η)η

+ r2
(

−3− r2(−1 + η) + η
)

cos 2θ
]

,

F
|ψ+〉
AD = 3−2η+r2(−1+2η)

3(1+r2) ,

F
|ψ−〉
AD = 1− 2η

3 .

(34)

Similarly, the average fidelity expressions when both the qubits evolve under PD channel instead of AD channel are

F
|φ+〉
PD = 1

3

[

3− η + r2
(

−1 + η + −1+r2

1+r2 cos 2θ

)]

,

F
|φ−〉
PD = 1

3

[

3 + r2(−1 + η)− η + r2−r4
−1+r2 cos 2θ

]

,

F
|ψ+〉
PD = 3+r2(−1+η)−η

3(1+r2) ,

F
|ψ−〉
PD = 1− η

3 .

(35)

Finally, it is worth analyzing the effect of noisy channels on the feasibility of the teleportation scheme, when even thestate to
be teleported is also subjected to the same noisy channel. The requirement of this discussion can be established as it takes finite
time before operations to teleport the quantum state are performed. Meanwhile, the qubit gets exposed to its vicinity and this
interaction may lead to decoherence. Here, for simplicity,we have considered the same noise model for the state to be teleported
as for the quantum channel. We have further assumed the same rate of decoherence for all the three qubits. Under these specific
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Figure 3: (Color online) Variation of the average fidelity for all the quasi Bell states is shown for all three cases withr = 1
2 and

θ = π
3 .

conditions, when all the qubits evolve under AD channels, the average fidelity for each quasi Bell state turns out to be

F
|φ+〉
AD = −1

2(3+3r2 cos 2θ)

[

−4 + r2
(

2 + 2
√
1− η − 3η

)

− 2
√
1− η + 2r4(−1 + η)

+ η + 2r2
(

−2−√
1− η + r2

√
1− η

)

cos 2θ
]

,

F
|φ−〉
AD = 1

2(−3+3r2 cos 2θ)

[

−2
(

2 +
√
1− η

)

+ η
(

3 + 2
√
1− η + 2(−2 + η)η

)

− 2r2(−1 + η)
(

1 +
√
1− η + η(−3 + 2η)

)

+ 2r4(−1 + η)3

+ r2
(

4 + 2
√
1− η + 2

√
1− η

(

r2(−1 + η)− η
)

− η
)

cos 2θ
]

,

F
|ψ+〉
AD = 1

6(1+r2)

[

2
(

2 +
√
1− η

)

+ η
(

−3− 2
√
1− η + 2η

)

+ r2
(

−2
√
1− η +

(

5 + 2
√
1− η − 2η

)

η
)]

,

F
|ψ−〉
AD = 1

6

[

4 + 2
√
1− η − 3η − 2

√
1− ηη + 2η2

]

.

(36)

Similarly, when all three qubits are subjected to PD noise with the same decoherence rate, the analytic expressions of the
average fidelity are obtained as

F
|φ+〉
PD = 1

(3+3r2 cos 2θ)

[

2 + r4 +
√
1− η −√

1− ηη + r2
(

−1−√
1− η +

√
1− ηη

)

+ r2
(

2 +
√
1− η − r2(1− η)3/2 −√

1− ηη
)

cos 2θ
]

,

F
|φ−〉
PD = 1

3

[

2 +
√
1− η − r2

√
1− η −√

1− ηη + r2
√
1− ηη + r2−r4

−1+r2 cos 2θ

]

,

F
|ψ+〉
PD =

2+
√
1−η+√

1−η(r2(−1+η)−η)
3(1+r2) ,

F
|ψ−〉
PD = 2+(1−η)3/2

3 .

(37)

It is interesting to note that in the ideal conditions|ψ−〉 is the unanimous choice of quasi Bell state to accomplish thetelepor-
tation with highest possible fidelity. However, from the expressions of fidelity obtained in Eqs. (32)-(37), it appears that it may
not be the case in the presence of noise. For further analysis, it would be appropriate to observe the variation of all the fidelity
expressions with various parameters. In what follows, we perform this analysis.

Fig. 2, illustrates the dependence of the average fidelity onthe number of qubits exposed to AD channel for each quasi Bell
state using Eqs. (32), (34), and (37). Unlike the remaining quasi Bell states, the average fidelity for|ψ−〉 state starts from 1 at
η = 0. Until a moderate value (a particular value that depends on the choice of quasi Bell state) of decoherence rate is reached,
the decay in average fidelity completely depends on the number of qubits interacting with their surroundings. However, at the
higher decoherence rate, this particular nature was absent. Further, Fig. 2 (a) and (b) show that best results compared to remaining
two cases can be obtained for the initial state|φ±〉, while both the channel qubits are evolving under AD noise; whereas the same
case turns out to provide the worst results in case of|ψ±〉. A similar study performed over PD channels instead of AD channels
reveals that the decay in average fidelity solely depends on the number of qubits evolving over noisy channels (cf. Fig. 3).
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Figure 4: (Color online) The variation of average fidelity for all possible cases with each quasi Bell state as quantum channel is
compared for AD ((a)-(c)) and PD ((d)-(f)) channels withr = 1

2 andθ = π
3 . The case discussed has been mentioned as superscript

of F in the axes label ony-axis.
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Finally, it is also worth to compare the average fidelity obtained for different quasi Bell states when subjected to noisy
environment under similar condition. This would reveal thesuitable choice of initial state to be used as a quantum channel for
performing teleportation. In Fig. 4 (a), the variation of average fidelity for all the quasi Bell states is demonstrated,while only
Bob’s qubit is exposed to AD noise. It establishes that although in ideal case and small decoherence rate|ψ−〉 state is the most
suitable choice of quantum channel, which do not remain trueat higher decoherence rate. While all other quasi Bell states follow
exactly the same nature for decay of average fidelity and|ψ+〉 appears to be the worst choice of quantum channel. A quite similar
nature can be observed for the remaining two cases over AD channels in Fig. 4 (b) and (c). Specifically,|ψ−〉 remains the most
suitable choice below moderate decoherence rate, while|φ±〉 may be preferred for channels with high decoherence, and|ψ+〉 is
inevitably the worst choice.

A similar study carried out over PD channels and the obtainedresults are illustrated in Fig. 4 (d) and (f). From these
plots, it may be inferred that|ψ−〉 undoubtedly remains the most suitable and|ψ+〉 the worst choice of quantum channel. The
investigation on the variation of the average fidelity with non-orthogonality parameters over noisy channels yields a similar nature
as was observed in ideal conditions (cf. Fig. 1). Therefore,we have not discussed it here, but a similar study can be performed in
analogy with the ideal scenario.

In fact, if one wishes to quantify only the effect of noise on the performance of the teleportation scheme using a non-orthogonal
state quantum channel, the inner product may be taken with the teleported state in the ideal condition instead of the state to be
teleported. The mathematical procedure adopted here is quite general in nature and would be appropriate to study the effect of
generalized amplitude damping [30, 43], squeezed generalized amplitude damping [30, 43], bit flip [30, 42], phase flip [30, 42],
and depolarizing channel [30, 42]. This discussion can further be extended to a set of non-Markovian channels [44], which will
be carried out in the future and reported elsewhere.

5 Conclusion

In the present study, it is established that all the quasi Bell states, which are entangled non-orthogonal states, may beused
for quantum teleportation of a single qubit state. However,their teleportation efficiencies are not the same, and the efficiency
depends on the nature of noise present in the quantum channel. Specifically, we have considered four quasi Bell states as possible
teleportation channels, and computed average and minimum fidelity that can be obtained by replacing a Bell state quantum
channel of the standard teleportation scheme by its non-orthogonal counterpart (i.e., corresponding quasi Bell state). The results
obtained here can be easily reduced to that obtained using usual Bell state in the limits of vanishing non-orthogonalityparameter
r. Specifically, there are two real parametersr andθ, which are considered here as the primary and secondary measures of
non-orthogonality, and variation of average and minimum fidelity is studied with respect to these parameters. Thus, in brief, the
performance of the standard teleportation scheme is investigated usingFave and MFI as quantitative measures of quality of the
teleportation scheme by considering a quasi Bell state instead of Bell state as quantum channel. Consequently, during discussion
related toFave and MFI, it has been assumed that Bob performs a Pauli operation corresponding to each Bell state measurement
outcome as he used to perform in the standard teleportation scheme. Further, using Horodecky criterion based on maximalsinglet
fraction it has been shown that such a scheme for quasi Bell state based teleportation is optimal.

We have used another quantitative measure for quality of teleportation performance, MASFI, which is computed using a
compact formula given in Ref. [39], where an optimal unitaryoperation is applied by Bob. For a few specific cases, the calculated
MASFI was found to be unity. In those cases, concurrence for entangled non-orthogonal states were also found to be unity,which
implied maximal entanglement. However, for this set of maximally entangled non-orthogonal states, we did not observe unit
average fidelity and minimum fidelity as the unitary operations performed by Bob (used for computation ofFave and MFI ) were
not the same as was in computation of MASFI.

The comparative study performed here led to a set of interesting observations that are illustrated in Figs. (1)-(4). From Fig.
(1), we can clearly observe that there is at least a quasi Bellstate (in addition to maximally entangled|ψ−〉) for which the average
fidelity that can be obtained in an ideal condition remains more than classical fidelity of teleportation. However, this choice of
suitable quasi bell state completely depends on the value ofsecondary non-orthogonality parameterθ, i.e., θ decides whether
|φ+〉 or |φ−〉 is preferable. The performance of the teleportation schemeusing entangled non-orthogonal states has also been
analyzed over noisy channels (cf. Figs. (2)-(4)). This study yield various interesting results. The quasi Bell state|ψ−〉, which
was shown to be maximally entangled in an ideal situation, remains most preferred choice as quantum channel while subjected to
PD noise as well. However, in the presence of damping effectsdue to interaction with ambient environment (i.e., in AD noise),
the choice of the quasi Bell state is found to depend on the non-orthogonality parameter and the number of qubits exposed to
noisy environment. We hope the present study will be useful for experimental realization of teleportation schemes beyond usual
entangled orthogonal state regime, and will also provide a clear prescription for future research on applications of entangled
non-orthogonal states.
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